form, and (ii) a2 = (l + fW0 near (9W.
The set of 1-forms satisfying (i) and (ii) is convex. Hence, there is a l-form a on Wih), such that a restricted to any fiber, satisfies (i) and (ii).
Since dd and t are defined in a natural way on C x S , we may also specify that a= (l + t)dd in a neighborhood of dV/ih).
For a sufficient large constant K, it follows that co = a + Kddo is a contact form on W(h\ where ddo is the pullback of a volume form for the base of the bundle Wih) over S . In fact, ddo A da is a nonsingular 3-form on W(A), soooAdco= Kiddo A da) + a Ada will also be nonsingular when K is large.
We will now extend co over <9W(/>) x D . We will use coordinates id, r, 
/2w /2w
That is, co is a contact form iff the position vector and the tangent vector of the curve (/j(r), /2('')) in R are linearly independent, for r 4 0. It is now clear that there is a curve (/j(r), /2(r)) [0 < r < 2] such that (/j(r), /2(r)) = ( -1, r ) near r = 0, (/j(r), /2(r)) = (r, K) for 1 < r < 2, and such that co = fxir)dd + f2ir)ddo is a contact form.
This completes the construction.
